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1
Good evening
I will not membiarkanmu
Silent
What is it
All dash
Fast
Are you alright?
Good
Run
All
Here there is a beautiful woman
Cool
Already started?
Yes
I'm going to kill you
You're an asshole
I'm going to kill you
Gorgeous
Let's Play
To stop, release the I
Stop
What do you guys want to die
Tatsuya
Kohaku
All began with the motor spirit
They want to be abadai
Therefore they gave the name Mugen
Later, the number increased to six
They have great power
and there is nothing that violates the
Not bound by anything
Composed of 7 persons has the greatest
After Tatsuya go
Mugen power becomes larger
Don't know since when
All of a sudden become hundreds of people
Due to the sheer strength
MUGEN be coveted
MUGEN is not a group of people
Tatsuya is worried about yourself
He doesn't want to be bengini Mugen
He left the Mugen upon his own will
He did not have the right to worry
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Beat Mugen so strong
There are only two brothers
Amamiya Brothers
Amamiya Brothers already quite famous
And strong
Then
Both are practicing a fight
His hands are full of blood
The oldest brother
More powerful
However
Because of the behavior of a colleague
Tatsuya (friend of Kohaku) lose it
Tsukomo while in a coma
MUGEN hid
Amamiya Brothers became powerful
Their presence became a legend
After that, in the
Divided into 5 strength
What is this pain end?
What we accomplish
From these fights
We will keep the city
Sannoh Rengokai
The woman did not forgive the man
Do not ever again to hurt a woman
White Rascals
To keep the name of the Group
To be completed with one punch
Oya Kohkoh
The city has no feeling
We are a family
We will not give up to survive
Therefore
More powerful than anyone
Rude Boys
This time I will not spare you
You can't run
Daruma Ikka
Furthermore, each organization
SWORD called the area
Stop
Despite the ongoing struggle SWORD
Gradually form a nine part
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Kuryu Group
The village will be a power
Since the successor of dispute
Target area
However there is a
From the coastal region
Born new strength
In order to achieve their own dreams
Professional Boxer
Mighty Warriors
Do anything to get money
Scout Group
Doubt
And their leader
Is the adult male
No main main
Where Smoky
Quick call
Onii-chan
You're where?
Onii-chan
Where you jerk
Don't merehmekan us
I'm going to kill you
Environment so broken
You're
What is the motive of all these
How
Come on go
The opening of the
Come on start?
Go
Let's go racing?
Come on
Sorry brother, it's still open
What you guys do
Dirty game Sidelines
What did you do?
Gorgeous, what do you think?
Goodbye
Cobra
What already know?
They are Doubt
Not only is it
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There are people who haven't seen it
What the city will
Yet ...
Fucking
In the end it will happen
Saigo, what did you do
How
I heard you've done
Take a look at this situation
See the case
The street was burned
You're a COP
Investigation
What
You said earlier
You're doing it yourself
Do not interfere with someone else
Keep order road
On this maintenance
Looking for things
Note the way burned
Is there any evidence that this is the case?
This is where people
Relaxing together
Also get the path
Protect your family
The result
White Rascals very busy
Brother
An honor
Daruma
This is a style
To protect things that are boring by the police
When we are busy
By the way
It's almost over
This can not be separated from the shopping streets of this slum
You have completed
What did you just say?
Take a look at this fire?
So adult
Brother
Good
Hiroshi
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The information says
Yesterday's crowd
Maybe
Mighty Warriors
Original by:
Mama
Original by:
Original by:
Mama
Original by:
Original by:
Mama
Original by:
Mama
Mama
Mama
Mama
Good
Onni-chan, are you from?
There is a good woman
Too much
Come on back
I can't bear to see this
What
It's not just to do?
How our brother is here
Dad
Go somewhere else
Police say that
Do the rebuilding
My dad also told me such a thing
Father?
My family was involved in the urban
We moved around the urban
Here is also the same as before
So recently
Land prices soared
So this area dirusakan
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What are you kidding
Even if I die will not let out
But this time is different
But my dad is happy
He said it was better than the fight
Stupid
How all of a sudden
I wanted to have a band
But it's pretty lonely
I love this area
After all, is improving the way
Faster
This is our city
Can I join the Sannoh Rengokai?
Something seems to happen
Whether an explosion of an unknown path
Or Doubt
In contrast to the past
The crowd again
What
Come on
This animation
You can't delete it
Quite confused
Outside the mess
In the end it later
Very messy
So I hate to fight
But also to clean up
Have to clean
Crap
This was to later defended women
When the woman gave birth to the
Can't let people pick it up
Hey, Rocky
There are a few girls in the store
Taken away by DOUB Muramaya
Hey
Murayama
Murayama
How?
Murayama
Don't be slow acting
Hey Murayama
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But
Even though you've got a lot of people
But it is too weak
You're so much stronger a bit
Seki-chan
It's you
Todoroki
What are you doing here
Keep it that way
Oya Kohkoh will stop
You're the Chairman
Hey
Hey, did you come
Don't go in the wind
How many people can not move
How else
There is no spirit
Sorry
I want to pay debt
What is it?
Pay debt
Do you dare
I work hard
Don't be too scary
We sincerely hope for you
Kohaku seems you'd want to work
I can't wait for you
Violence against the law more complicated than dipikiran
And many medications
Kohaku if you can dominate the SWORD
Hopefully
A few many uangtidak be a problem
As long as you follow our
Other things can give you settle
You guys talk with boxing
Less here in rambling
Too be honest
She needs our help
Let us help you
Jerk, what did you say
I was reminded not to bring in Tsukumo
It can be easy to talk on the odd idiot people
Then wanted to get SWORD
Are you going to mematuhiku?
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Kohaku
Talk about Tatsuya
Please keep talking
You should limit
He just wants it
It is too much
Kohaku
The prisoner seems to give up
In the end kills Tatsuya
Is a member of the Mugen
Because recently too many new members
Even if his name was not known to be added
Why
Why don't you mendengarkanku
Understand
Submit to me
I'll get it next week
Nice
Before you get it
Do not appear in front of me
I hope you can get it
I'll come back later
What will happen next
You're eating well
What will happen in the end
What is it?
I'm a good man
What is the problem
Why he was approaching the Kohaku
Why do you ask me
We all do not a good sobriety
We don't need to interfere with their
Onii-chan, you're where?
Where to go
Give me time
Go there and search
Why are you pursued?
I also don't know
But the people of the way we are is not known to go
This will not find
Alright
Onni
Carry me away
Where
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Where can
To where you want to go
I want to go to a place
Perhaps this is not
Come on go
Where bike motorku
Where is he?
Pain pain dead stupid
I tell you not to eat it
Ugly
Bald
It seems that is not our own
A person with malicious intent SWORD
This is used for what ah
Nonsense, dutifully and move
You don't get lazy to settle
Understand
Kohaku
Now I have to run it?
Not
What do I do?
Long time no meet up
Kohaku
This is the first meeting since that day
What are you talking about
Hey Cobra
Follow the match my desire
Kohaku, what do you mean
I dominated the SWORD
What
Whether this incident you're doing Kohaku
How
The passage of time really cruel
You're asleep
I'll take you to see what happens in the end
Pretty busy mebakar road
Did you really do
Yesterday's fire killed some of our people
Today, let you mebayar loan
This is what you want to do
No, it's just getting started
Grab this
Stop
The people who lived here a garbage
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We will be very easy to defeat him
Wait a minute
Kohaku, what is wrong?
Yamato
What did you do?
Takeshi
The jump
Mash
Come on
Takeshi, please
Fast run
Tsukomo
Saigo
Search dia
What would you do?
Cobra
Why
Why Kohaku-san
What did you think?
I have an affair with
The rest is there above
Listen to my words, in accordance with
Weak suit rumors
You guys are very strange
Smoky fast rising
Faster
I will miss you guys
You're good?
Good enough
Later we will ask the prostrate before us
OK:
Why should motorku?
But I can do it well
No Hiroto and motorku
Even the woman also went
Hiroto
Woman?
Motorku
Towed
Tsukomo
What I can tell you an interesting story?
About Kohaku
Hey
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I can't hear you
Kohaku
Please respect the
What is it?
There is no
You know?
Deadly unknown environment
I see his name Lii
Kohaku
It's time we should start a second attack?
Yet his time
After two days, everything will come to an end
Now we will destroy S.W.O.R. D
So
Excellent
Hey, if he's a doctor?
Don't worry, she's good
Unless he is drinking
Don't talk much
Amamiya, why don't you help us
Onii-chan
Lala
Onii-chan, are you alright?
Onii-chan
Don't worry she is fine
Call me when she was already aware of
Hey
Give it to him
But
If you continue like that your sister is going to die
I know
I have a lot of time with him
But
He said the family is more important than kehidupun
Annoying brother
Although we are not sisters
We only hold 1 day
Lala
He seems to have never seen Kohaku
What finally happened
I can't end it like this
MUGEN will forever
Did you hear that?
Agree
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I also
My brother
I'm not going to hurt rekan-rekanku
There must be a reason
This is really a very different world
In the evening, will be shining brightly with music and light
If they disappeared, would be empty
I thought you were like that
Kohaku, right?
Who are you?
I:
Have the information you want
What do you know?
How do you feel?
Don't panic
I know about
People who kill your friend
Kohaku
The talk is over
Do you know who actually is?
Who killed your friend
He is Kuryu Group
Kuryu
To destroy the Mugen there was one goal
My father was the boss in Jangseong
Based on the SWORD
I'm planning to overthrow Kuryu Group
In other words
Our interests
Is the match
Take it away
Hand it to doubt
Don't make the mistake
Justice is punishment
For the sake of receiving S.W.O.R. D
I'll destroy Kuryu Group
Tsukomo. I can't believe it
Come
Are you anywhere?
If he can go home, please contact me
He is not stable
The leader of the so
You have kindness
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Two more days
The leader of the Mighty Warriors and Doubt with 500 more members
Going against the S.W.O.R. D
What's the purpose?
Revenge against Kuryu Group
Kuryu
Wait
Why should revenge
Brother Tatsuya, assassinated
What
But
I saw he was hit
What are you talking about?
Naomi
Kuryu
Cobra
For this there are
This is going to end up
You can help me to hand it to Kohaku
I've got something for you?
This person
Did you know?
He is my brother?
What you should know
I would like to ask for your help
Yes
Save my sister
He's just my brother
Where do you go
Elegant expensive
I'm really unbearable these days
Current problems
I hear talk of our brother
The sister of Smoky brought pegi
What
If we put him out of the
He may tell us a clue about Big Brother
Find out the things that almost all
Imai
You trouble
I also want to protect the environment
But
We are ready to take a lot of
This is for you
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Food-bol
This looks good taste
But today's special
Instead of the usual
Why kauingin know the SWORD
The city is
The Scout Group is involved
Have you heard about the developers to do it again
What kind of thing it
A few years ago,
He had planned to tear down this area
To build a giant casino
At the same time
Untapped Sannoh Rengokai and several surrounding blocks
There are also plans to carry out the conversion of the entire
Construction of the Casino will bring great benefits too
Scout Group estimates exactly for this purpose
Will do anything to close the Mugen
So when Tatsuya died
It's not a Mugen
Although there is no evidence
But make sure that the Scout Group the killer
And
Even if we have proof
Their is no way to set it free
Could it be
Yes
Police and Scout Group
Compromise secretly
I did not expect that the police involved
But even MUGEN dissolved
Then out of the SWORD
So they flipped the SWORD
If so, then the SWORD was destroyed
The Man Scout Group
We will think of a way to get rid of Kohaku
However
I still don't know
How Kohaku could engage
Do you want to ask
Yes
In between
I am afraid that
Mafianya is orangg out
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Here is just my own speculation
After Kohaku is planning to remove the SWORD
Then
Will be a foreign mafia and competing with Scout GRoup
This is the original purpose of Kohaku
It's all about revenge to the SCOUT Group
However
If people come
The whole block will be dark
Naomi
Tomorrow is the anniversary of the death of her brother
His brother
His brother
I never wanted to take revenge for him
So
You have got to stop to Kohaku
I know
How do you not have confidence in yourselves
Ugly people
I'm going to kill you
Good
We will find a way
Do not cry
Yes
Where do you want
Fine with me
See you
Don't bullshit
This will not be difficult talking to a fellow
We will not leave our colleague casually
When the threat comes
We can work together
You forgot
What you both used to be you guys say
It's just that
I don't want to if you are injured
What
What is this?
I loved the atmosphere of this
A man died and his identity is unknown
This fight
I had to take my life
Rengokai Sannoh has members prepare it
Let's collect the power
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The Chairman of the
Why don't you guys come along
Hey, Cobra
Murayama
You again what the current
You've got a lot of people
What do you mean?
Us out
This is a dangerous fight, should not involve them
Murayama
The Chairman of the
Hey, Murayama
Do not act alone
You must call the chairman
Everything, leaving
SWORD will explode if the lives darkness fails
Protect women from harm
Our mission is
Lala was in the west
Good
Really excited
This neighborhood is mine
It is a challenge SWORD
We only have one goal to do
Do not care about anything
Kalahkan Kohaku
They found my trail
It will be destroyed
come on
Where is it
Hey, look fast
Keren
great
S.W.O.R.D mereka sekutu
Ally
Asuka, SWORD formation
Junko-san
How?
Junko-san
Junko-san
Better we go out
I said wait a minute
Correct
It looks more feminine
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Good, let's do all
Are you all ready
Let's go
come on
party time
Use
It does not need
What you did not protect a woman?
Shut up, stupid
Yamato
the prey
Who is he?
You do not know
Did you like this
Minggir
Rasa deadly
I was less than spirit
Feel this
Good
This is the last one
I will kill you
fast
Come on
It would be very easy
You have to find the money and live well
It would be costly
You come with
Stop
perfect fight
Keren
Woi, her enemies
They are in trouble
Mighty Warriors menang, Asuka
S.W.O.R.D sekarang sedang marah
Why so many?
Damn, this feels
Amamiya Brothers
You goodbye
Amamiya Brothers
Hei, ayo pergi
Come on, quickly
Hey, you out of the way
too dangerous
Hey, here
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come here
I get calls
Fool
Take this
Hey guys, this feeling
How did you guys like
Too much
I will give you all the punches
Where is the girl?
Over there
Kohaku di sana
Really naive
How can you do it easy
Thats it
I see you again
Let us attack
Are you ready?
Masaki
I will be sorry
Manage rest
come on
What?
Why me?
come on
interesting
Hei, Cobra
Let me know
Hang in there
I thought from the beginning
Kuryu
To lose together
Then
What is it about?
I'm happy to have been aware
What will you do now?
Complicated. I could not control any further
Do you think I do not know?
When you are conscious, you would ask for something
Criminals rammed our car
Everything is wrong
That I
get it
I do not destroy mugen
Tatsuya is dead
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It's not you
I will not remove my mind
After all, what things will be back
I can not forgive Tatsuya die
When he was in a coma
I feel like in hell
After that day
My time is stalled
Therefore we must take revenge on the Kuryu
I will fight to Kuryu Group falls
Tsukomo
I did not mean to ask you
A:
When you revenge
Is it time for revenge
Ya
Maybe
When with you
Mugen has no members
Time is dead forever
Kohaku
Tsukomo
Do not bother again
I wanted to come back as the first Kohaku
Has begun
Goodbye Tsukomo
Kohaku
I will fight you
I am ready
Now it will end
Mugen
Never leave a friend
Stop
Please
The hospital is really boring
After exiting I want to race
Do you want to come with me
This cool
Do you like motorcycles too
So what if we make it?
Yes, what the bike is damaged
I had to buy a new one
Motorized straight ahead
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Are you kidding now
I will motorized
precious life
I want to run with you again
Kohaku
Stop
We are aware
What are you doing
Police do not believe at all with us
We really, I just help
In the eyes of ordinary people, we are seen us rubbish
Until when are we going to be treated us junk
I do not know
Now suppose as a server
What does it mean
No one knows the future
But when tomorrow comes
We can certainly change it
do not give up
Tell me what is this
Do not joke, you bastard
Tell me what is this
Do not joke, you bastard
Damn it
they fucking
Cobra
Kohaku-san
Don't you go
Noburu Girlfriend
We can not get it
Get rid of junk people what good
He told us there was no way for him
But he ...
Fine
This can be done Imai
Yes
He is our important partner
We must get back to her Office to await him back
Go
If there are no such words
Noburu will not return
I'm going to kill you
I killed Tatsuya
Do not menghalangiku
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Then
Kohaku-san are not saying
I don't know what will happen in the future as our trash
If there is no tomorrow
Even the opportunity to do so is missing
Kohaku-san
We wait for you
the eight-course
We are all waiting for you
So
Back again Kohaku-san
Kohaku-san
We don't want you to die
Appreciate life
Isn't that what you used to say
Kohaku-san
It was from Tatsuya
Tatsuya
Kohaku are stiff like to continue MUGEN
Yes
We just want to berbalap with friends that's why
Established MUGEN
But even without the Mugen
Nothing will change
You're wrong
I went on MUGEN
So Mugen must indefinitely
Very unfortunate Mugen careless people
You know
You left out MUGEN
True
Do not give up
I have to change
We do not have the time to stay
Change and loss of best friend really is different
Now it is rigid in fear of change
Sick
You're really becoming a boring man
Kohaku
I would like to submit a Mugen
Why not let me die
Tatsuya he doesn't even say it
Tsukomo
You can help me to continue to do so
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For the cost of selling his motorcycle Kohaku pengobatanmu
I'm going to give you the best
That person will definitely be surprised
And so on back to the past, as when Kohaku
Submit
But
Her brother kohaku ...
Don't worry, he'll understand someday
Hey, Tsukomo
Don't be bound by whatever
We are now
Tatsuya
I ...
Not great
Kohaku, we have ...
Don't be bound by whatever
We can freely racing
Whether Mugen told me about it
Kohaku
No longer bound by the
To use the bike bmotor
Racing
It is certainly
desire Tatsuya
So you gotta live
We
Kohaku won't let you lose your life
Tatsuya as you say
Even without the Mugen
I still have my best friend
Good
Kohaku
What you guys do
Don't underestimate the SWORD
Finally finished
It seems it was more
and my business
Hiroto
Ice
Are you still playing
Kohaku compromised
Let's repeat plan
Ice
Continue to
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It doesn't make sense to take money
Next
Ice
True
See you again
Good
not more than
Unnamed road that does not burn yellow
Zhang and the other in Kuryu Group City
You're not trying to be defeated it
Also said that a weak man
Why are you in command
Give me
Murayama
Cobra-chan
Can I leave the Kohkoh Oya
How
Chiharu
I:
Never
Friends stupid fool
It is difficult
Back
Goodbye to me, to say hello with Smoky
To return
Wake up in the morning
-Sleep-Yes
Can you say it
What
I've been thinking
Groups of children die
Too much
Is it really
But life continues to camp
Learning and working for love
And something in combat
It is also
Life really is not easy
But do not fight, then the road will not appear
Going on the road can only have one
No matter what happens
A good way of life itself
thank you
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Thank you thank you
will not
This is what I'm going to look for
I'm sorry Dad
The plan failed
What have you done
little devil
Are you kidding
People call
I want to destroy SWORD
Causing anxiety
Older brother.
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